16-MDCT angiography of aortoiliac and lower extremity arteries: comparison with digital subtraction angiography.
The objective of our study was to prospectively compare CT angiography (CTA) performed on a 16-MDCT scanner and digital subtraction angiography (DSA) in patients with peripheral arterial disease. CTA and DSA were compared in 50 patients. CTA was independently evaluated by two blinded observers. DSA was evaluated by two additional blinded observers in consensus. Consensus DSA served as the reference standard for comparisons with CTA in terms of diagnostic quality, grading of stenoocclusive lesions, visualization of collaterals, impact on patient management, and time required for analysis. No significant differences in diagnostic quality were observed between CTA and DSA above the ankle; both CTA observers noted significantly better visualization of pedal arteries (70 and 72 segments, respectively) than on DSA (57 segments). Of 958 stenoocclusive lesions on DSA, CTA observers 1 and 2 detected 933 and 929 lesions, respectively. Sensitivity and specificity for the detection of hemodynamically relevant (> 50%) lesions was 93.3% and 96.5% for observer 1 and 90.1% and 95.6% for observer 2. Collaterals were seen at 150 arterial levels on DSA compared with 97 and 92 levels on CTA (p < 0.05, both observers). Patient management decisions based on CTA were equivalent to those based on DSA in 49 of the 50 patients. CTA is an effective noninvasive alternative to DSA for the evaluation of peripheral arterial disease.